
January 23, 2013  FHS Board Meeting 

Present: John Shipman, President; Tom Luke, Treasurer; Gale Morris, Secretary; Bonnie Burroughs, 

Curator; and Directors Dotty Brooks, Sylvia Carney, Nadine Chapman, John Woodard. 

Absent: Dick Many, Vice President; Scott Cunningham, Asst. Curator; Director Pet Plunges. 

Quorum verified and John S. called meeting to order at 3:30 pm. 

Excerpts from The Ultimate Board Members' Book were gone over by John.  Board members were 

encouraged to read and refer to these sections that include lists of job descriptions and qualities 

important to good functioning boards.  John also raised hope to one day discuss our “vision” statement.  

Nadine inquired how that differed from “mission” statement and John spoke to mission as purpose and 

vision as the goal(s) to achieve.  He affirmed that he would like the board members to think 

independently, and to challenge John's and one another's ideas in constructive critical fashion as 

needed.  Nadine felt this put in place a good checks and balances mode of operation for the board as we 

move forward with programs, projects, and policies.  All agreed. 

Minutes. It was moved by Nadine and seconded by John S. to restore the To Do List in addition to the 

writing of the Minutes, so that people might more easily locate and remind themselves of tasks related 

to them.  The Board approved, and the Minutes of the November meeting then were approved as 

amended (corrected spelling on page 3 of Garrick Steeves' name). 

Financial Summary Report for 2012. Tom presented the Profit and Loss statements for 2012.  Each 

member had copies for reference.  John S. directed attention to the net income bottom line numbers that 

show we exceeded the $1,569.00 in “budget”  column by $2,420.32.  Tom said the higher number came 

from good calendar sales, more membership dues and donations, the profit from the dinner raffle and 

less maintenance costs than anticipated because we had the unencumbered funds from the previous 

year from the Town to use.  Where we fell off was in dvd sales.  We still have some and Nadine will 

work to update her Inventory List later in the Spring.  Tom said he'd deposited a further $1,185 on 

1/22/13 from memberships and had received more today, so numbers are looking good thus far.  He 

received a bill from JP Pest Services for $750 which he paid but then was told by the company that this 

was not our bill.  Tom had the money returned to our checking account but feels, as does John S., that 

there is a discrepancy in the bill.  We had contracted to pay $750 for pest control and John will call 

Sandy Nash at the JP Pest Services main office to sort this out.  Discussion ensued regarding other 

types of expenses, specifically what we had or had not budgeted for program speakers' fees.  Tom is 

experimenting with the computer program's line delineation/categories and hopes to have that adjusted 

soon.  John S. said that then the 2013 line item numbers will match up with what we have budgeted. 

Dotty asked whether any money from sale of the cemetery books had been put back in the Henney 

Fund.  Bonnie said that we replaced production costs when we print or run reprints but then any profit 

beyond that goes into the general account.  Tom said now there is $5500.00 in the Henney Fund.  

Members wondered what our specific policy is about returning amounts to the Fund and/or putting 

profits beyond what had been replaced into the general account.  Sylvia will help Tom discover what 

costs were covered up through the last reprint that Dotty believes might have been 2007.  They will go 

through accounts from 2004 onwards to bring the information up to date, research the policy on the 

Fund, and report in March on numbers and policy.  We may need to addend the results to the Policies 

and Procedures document.  John W. agreed that it made sense to put back anything taken out for 

production but not profits from sales beyond that number.  Nadine said we had added to the Bylaws in 

2012 about this policy.  Tom said no sales of cemetery books have been put back into the Henney Fund.  

$90 in sales went into the checking account.  Nadine said there are not many cemetery book copies in 

the Inventory, but Dotty said she had some at home and there are some at the store.  The last reprint 

Bonnie felt was for 50 copies and Nadine felt we may need to think about another reprint.  

Calendar Fund Raiser.  Bonnie said there were no entries as yet.  Nadine has done posters.  Both 

suspect people need further reminders in Lisa's column.  Bonnie felt it ironic that folks wanted more 

lead time to do their photography but that not one entry has come in as yet and the deadline is April 1
st
.  



p.2 Dotty inquired about wording of this year's “topic”.  Tom found the library copy of the poster and it 

was agreed that the character and beauty of Freedom's community, including aspects of family life, etc., 

was the subject.  Nadine felt such wording allowed for creativity and photos may or may not include 

people as long as they address the intent of depicting our community as worded above.  Sylvia thought 

we should do pr through the library newsletter and contact with the school as well as the Community 

Club.  Nadine will pursue more pr in these areas by talking to Peter Park, Elizabeth, and the school, and 

contact Lisa about running more info in her column.  John S. brought up question of getting the ads in 

good time for publication of the calendar because the advertisement fees were important income.  

Sylvia agreed to be on that committee again but said that Ellen will need to be asked if she would 

continue too.  John S. will ask Ellen. Bonnie said that we want the calendars by Ducky Day so we need 

everything ready to go to layout and press by early-mid May.  Nadine felt we should print a larger 

number this year, and Dotty agreed that she still is asked by people for copies.  John S. said that we 

would do 250 at least.  The 14 extras left from our extra printing sold out, so we have created a 

demand, and we should be aware of that when deciding on number to be printed this year.  

Education Programs. John S. had sent members copies of the 6 programs, 4 confirmed, for this 

coming season.  Gale and Nadine will verify with their 2 speakers that they are definitely on board for 

those dates.  John S. carefully checked with surrounding historical societies as to their program topics 

and dates so that we would not run risk of duplication in timing.  Our first program was moved up to 

May to avoid such an overlap with Madison in June/July.   Nadine asked if activities for kids came 

under Education Programs and John S. replied that yes, both adult and children's interests are included 

in plans for education since “education” is the reason for our being a 501C3: we provide educational 

programs to our community and the public. Last year we did the I Spy event as well as the Kids' Tour 

during Old Home Week.  We need to plan such events again.  Nadine offered the idea of having a 

“Then” versus “Now” series of programs where items from the collection could show, for instance, 

how music was heard back “then” as opposed to how kids listen to music “now”.  Also practical 

differences such as how we made butter or got milk back “then” versus “now”.  Members agreed that 

this would be an engaging theme, and John W. said in his experience kids love to come through the 

museum and look and learn about all the old pieces.  He felt they need the knowledge of this collection 

because one day they will be the citizens interested in maintaining our history.  Bonnie reported that 

Heritage Commission is also looking at such programs and she has offered to speak to Karen 

Schroeder, the school principal, to see what the teachers might need from Heritage Commission to 

supplement the study of local history.  Bonnie agreed to at the same time report to Karen that the 

Historical Society is willing and able to serve the school too, either by having repeat programs where 

the kids come to the museum, or actually taking pieces to the schoolrooms.  John S. asked that 

members put their minds to ideas about “then” and “now” and other sorts of programs to engage the 

kids and email them to him and/or be prepared to bring and speak about them at the March meeting. 

Bonnie liked Nadine's idea of tying the past to the present, and will ask at the school what we can do as 

a group to help support history studies, beyond what Carol Foord already generously offers to the 

community.  Nadine reminded us of Scott's suggestion to move the old school bell to a more visible 

location in town, and that could spark some interest.  Should it go to the school, or the old schoolhouse, 

the barn, or town hall?  It could be made a town “event” and get folks, young and old, interested in 

specific history.  John W. and John S. both cautioned that putting the bell anywhere would have to take 

security into consideration since theft and vandalism might be problematic if the bell were not truly 

fastened down.  John S. reiterated that we will talk about this further at the March meeting. 

Membership Letter.  John S. had sent the letter out along with the information on the IRS situation so       

people would be aware and not claim FHS dues as a deduction till this is sorted out.  There was good 

feedback on the message and content of John's letter, and Nadine felt the photos were a great addition. 

Maintenance Reserve Policy. John S. sent out copies of what he'd undertaken to write concerning how 

we proceed with setting aside money for maintenance and safety projects.  He asked for reactions.      



p.3 Bonnie and Gale pointed out in #3 that the 2 town warrant requests referred to were for $10,000 

each making a total of $20,000 not $40,000.  John will correct these figures.  This fund would address 

major items and projects needed, not small things.  It would be seen as a rainy day fund for 

maintenance and safety: that is John's vision.  Members agreed that this would be a Board 

Designated/Restricted Fund now.  The wording allows for future Boards to change this if they so wish.  

For now the money for this Fund will stay in the savings account to accrue better interest, but Tom will 

be able to identify the subset of the Fund amount when needed.  John S. felt if we start with $10,000 as 

a goal and then work upwards to $20,000 we will be on the right as well as feasible track.  Nadine felt 

we could vote today.  But Tom had some other issues to discuss before such a vote.  He wondered how 

we get the money to put in the fund.  For example, do we take, after costs for calendar sales are 

covered, 50% of profit cleared for this Fund?  John S., Sylvia and Nadine as well as John W. preferred 

the amount be taken off the bottom line at the end of the year.  Tom wondered, thinking about getting 

the best interest in savings, if we could do it quarterly, move only $500 each quarter?  Or wait till the 

end of the year.  John W. offered that we could do a %, such as 25%, of the bottom line at the end of the 

year for this Fund.  Sylvia preferred to keep it simple and rely on waiting till the end of the year so we 

see what we actually have, then take the amount out and put in the reserve fund.  John S. said if we 

approve this policy as worded we can take $1500 budgeted plus the $2400 made over that into 

consideration and put $3,000 into the Fund.  More discussion followed. Taking the amount from the 

known final year number makes sense.  He felt it is a matter of timing and that if we vote in November, 

after the Annual Meeting in October, we can decide then on the exact amount to transfer.  Nadine felt 

that we have a good idea as a Board what we'd like to infuse each year, so designating the time to do 

that is the critical factor.  The amount from the bottom line at the end of the year makes more sense, 

when we know what we actually have in hand.  John S. felt that we could vote on Nadine's motion with 

her grammar changes, and the insertion of the policy wording that  the timing to vote on amount of 

money (to be put in this fund) be after the Annual Meeting.  Sylvia will make the addition to Paragraph 

5 of the policy that says funds will be earmarked and transferred, after the Annual Meeting, from the 

bottom line net income amount.  Nadine had moved the item, Sylvia seconded, and the Board 

approved/passed the policy as amended. John S. said he and Tom will work with Beth Earle to make 

adjustments in Quickbooks to produce a balance sheet of net assets (house, art, collection, cash).  When 

they have that information into Quickbooks we then will have better basis for decisions after we know 

our cumulative financial position.  Nadine wondered if making such “adjustments” would change the 

bottom line figure but John said no, what it does is show our cumulative financial position over these 

number of  4-5 years.  Sylvia asked what John would recommend to earmark for 2012, and he thought 

$2,000, as did Sylvia and Nadine.  Tom reminded that the insurance premium bill will be coming up 

soon. Remembering that, what should be transferred to this Fund?  For now, the Board approved that 

$2,000 be earmarked in Savings for the Board Designated Reserve Fund for Maintenance and Safety.  

Eventually the Balance Sheet will reflect a separate line item for “Maintenance Reserve Fund for 

Maintenance and Safety” and it will be kept in Savings, so we maintain Savings, Checking and the 

Henney Fund accounts. 

Collection Committee.  John S. met with Pam Keith and Bonnie (Chuck Brooks was sick) to discuss 

how to modify the previous policy we have on Acquisitions and Deaccessions.  Bonnie has scheduled 

another meeting for February 6
th

, from 6-7, for the next meeting.  John S. felt they made good progress 

and will add the form to assess items to the policy itself, the deed of gift will be in Past Perfect.  Bonnie  

brought up an important issue on authority in deaccession.  The Curator proposes, with the Committee 

input, specific items for deaccessioning, and such items from the barn can be deaccessioned before 

being put into the data base.  This saves much work for Sylvia and anyone entering data only to have to 

remove such entry upon deaccessioning.  A list of what is marked for deaccessioning can be drawn up 

and recommended by the Curator and Committee for deaccessioning; the Board must give final 

approval.  Then the work on entering information into the data base will be more efficient in that items 
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not to keep will have been marked for culling and not need to be put into our inventory base only to be 

removed.  John S. said the only cautionary note is, according to what Jane Nylander advised us, to be 

certain an item really is a duplicate before deaccessioning.  We need to be sure the item is not 

something slightly different, something not “surplus” but that serves to augment our collection.  Nadine 

felt Bonnie's proposed idea allows us to move forward in making decisions and is more efficient.  John 

W. too felt it a good idea and will help with deaccessioning stuff not directly related to Freedom 

history.  John S asked that Bonnie look up and certify that the federal law we have all assumed is in 

operation is actually in existence and does indeed prevent us from selling items from collection and 

using such income for general purposes.  Bonnie had found the law online, having been told about it by 

Ed Boyer years ago, but will research this carefully.  Our understanding is that any money gained from 

sale of a piece of the collection must go to supporting/augmenting the collection and NOT be used as 

part of general operating expenditures.  Bonnie will report on this in March, and John wants the 

wording of such law included in our Deaccessioning Policy. 

Building Maintenance. Dick had sent an email around about the only project remaining to finish: the 

painting of the roof at back of house.  He and John have been assured by Mike Gaudette that he will 

complete this work before we open in May, and it will be paid for by unencumbered money that we 

have from the town.  Also Dick had concern about replacing the sign over the barn door, and suggested 

we not put a new sign on the Allard House but put both Barn and House references on one sign to be 

kept in the same place over the barn.  This would not detract from the appearance of Allard House, but 

would be informative.  A plaque could be place on Allard House itself if Board wished.  John S., having 

presented idea to Board members, will tell Dick to go ahead and research cost of perhaps repainting 

present sign to state Allard House 1977   Works Barn 1981.  John will also ask Dick to see what sort of 

tasteful plaque could be bought and mounted on the house, to be possibly 12” by 12”, but no larger 

than 18 inches square. 

Annual ByLaws, Policies review.  We all signed these reviews as printed out by John S.  Nadine 

pointed out they were not complete, and John said that was true, there are other things in progress, but 

the papers as signed today are to remind ourselves of what we are responsible for as Board members.  

John S. will put the original in the file with Historical Society documents after he gets Dick's, Pet's, and 

Scott's signatures.  He will also scan it for electronic files. 

Summer Saturday Open House/Special Displays.  John S. and Bonnie suggested we plan to highlight 

items from the collection on alternate Saturdays when we are open from 10 am – noon, Memorial Day 

weekend through Labor Day weekend.  We could have specific demonstrations going on to attract 

visitors.  Sylvia and Nadine felt we could clean up and publicize the records room to show it off as 

well.  It was thought the carriage/sleigh collection could be featured at some point.  Bonnie thought we 

might include artisans, one at a time, with their crafts. John S. was interested in having a cooper 

demonstrate work and has talked to a man at Strawbery Banke who does this; John will follow up.  

Nadine would like to see something done on businesses of Freedom, and Bonnie referenced Patrick 

Miele's pamphlet on the businesses, of which Dotty has a copy.  John S. reported someone had left 

photos of old businesses at the museum, and we should look at those before archiving them as well. 

Each board member should think about ideas for such Saturday programming, email John and one 

another, bring concepts to the March meeting for discussion and planning.  John will email us a basic 

list and we'll add onto it before March. 

New Business.  Tom asked to be reimbursed for stamps he will use in the Treasurer's business.  John S. 

granted permission.      NEXT MEETING: WED,MARCH 6
th

, 3:30 pm, at ED BOYER'S HOUSE. 

 

Submitted by Gale Morris 


